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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper we study similarity solutions with sign changes of the 
porous medium equation i one space dimension, 
u, = (1Ul-l ~,L x E R, t > 0, (1.1) 
with m > 1. Here u is a function of xand t. 
For nonnegative u Eq. (1.1) arises inthe theory of gas flow through a 
one-dimensional porous medium, and an extensive theory has been 
developed over the last decades (see, e.g., [l, 3, 151). More recently 
[4, 5, 12, 131 applied and pure mathematicians have also become 
interested in solutions f (1.1) with sign changes. 
The most striking property of(1.1) isthat solutions mayhave compact 
support whose (free) boundaries (or interfaces) move outwards with a 
finite, possibly zero speed proportional to the one-sided x-derivative of 
1~1”~ ’ at the free boundary, taken from the interior of the support. This 
is usually called the interface condition. Theexpression between brackets in 
(l.l), i.e., 1~1~~’ uX= ((l/m) Iu)“--’ u),, which we shall think of as theflux 
because ofthe divergence form of (l.l), is continuous with respect to xin 
zeros of U. If it is nonzero we shall call this the sign change condition. We 
observe that for u bounded away from zero and infinity Eq.(1.1) is 
uniformly parabolic andlocal smoothness follows from standard egularity 
theory. 
For the development of he theory of (1.1) similarity solutions play an 
important role. Essentially these are solutions whose profiles r main the 
same as t varies. In the nonnegative case they were studied xtensively in 
[7-91. The most familiar of them are of course the Burenblatt-Pattle 
solutions, given by 
u(x, t)= t-l’@+‘) U(q), (1.2) 
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where 
and 
r = xt Mm + 1) 9 (1.3) 
{ 
m-l 
I 
l/Cm - 1) 
U(q)= f c- 
2(m+1)” + ’ (1.4) 
with C> 0 an arbitrary constant. Up to some scaling, every nonnegative 
solution of (1.1) eventually converges to aBarenblatt-Pattle solution and 
recently Kamin and Vasquez [133 have extended this result tosolutions 
with positive ntegral by showing that hey have to become nonnegative n 
finite time. 
Another well-known family ofsimilarity solutions consists of the “dipole” 
solutions, given by 
u(x, t) =t-‘lM U(q), (1.5) 
where 
v = xt - 1/(2m) 
> (1.6) 
and 
U(q)= _+l#‘“-‘yI 
{ 
c- 2;nm+1*) ,p)lia’-, (1.7) 
with C> 0 an arbitrary constant. These are the asymptotic profiles for
solutions with zero integral (with a different scaling of course) [14]. 
Both the Barenblatt-Pattle and the dipole solutions have compact 
expanding support and the question as to whether there are any more is a 
natural one. Our result concerns similarity solutions f the form 
4% t) = t”U(vl), (1.8) 
where 
q=xtrb, (1.9) 
and GI and /I are fixed reals. It is well known that hey have to be related 
by 
2P=(m-l)cc+l, (1.10) 
and that U(q) has to satisfy thesecond order ordinary differential equ tion 
(lUl”-’ U)“+mfiqU’=mctU. (1.11) 
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The following theorem classifies the similarity solutions f this form with 
compact support and includes the Barenblatt-Pattle and the dipole 
families. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let m > 1. Then there exists a strictly decreasing sequence 
1 1 1 
(xg= -->cx,= -->cx*>M~> . ..I-- 
m+l 
(1.12) 
m m-l’ 
such that (1.1) has (a one-parameter family of) compactly supported solu- 
tions of the form given by (1.8)-( 1.10) ifand only if CI = c(~ for some integer 
k 3 0. Moreover, k equals exactly the number of sign changes of U(v), and 
U(q) is symmetric (anti-symmetric) if k iseven (odd). 
These solutions U(X, t) all have 
cc<0 and /?>O, (1.13) 
so their supports spread out and their p ofiles d cay as t increases. Profiles 
with more sign changes decay faster but spread out more slowly. 
In the remainder of the introduction we given an outline ofthe proof of 
Theorem 1.1 with some remarks along the way. The details of the proof 
will be dealt with in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4 we discuss ome 
corollaries of the proof, and in Section 5,finally, we generalize the results 
on symmetric solutions to radially symmetric solutions i  arbitrary space 
dimension. 
Note that (1.11) can be studied initself without any conditions  CI and 
fl. Every time we use (1.10) weshall state his explicitly. Just as(l.l), (1.11) 
is degenerate in zeros of U and the correct matching condition is the 
continuity of (1 UI”-- ’ U)‘. 
In [S], Zhang et al. have studied the case 
ci=o and B=$, (1.14) 
by transforming (1.11) toa singular elliptic boundary value problem. For 
m > 1 they obtained that then all solutions of (1.11) are bounded, 
monotone and that he limits at&cc determine the solution uniquely. 
On the other hand, when 
p=o and 1 a= -- 
m-l’ 
(1.15) 
one can set IV= IUj”-’ U and multiply (1.11) byW’(q). Integration he
yields 
(1.16) 
409,157’1-6 
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with C an arbitrary positive constant, so that all solutions f (1.11) are 
periodic in x= q. 
Our method relies ona number of transformations of (1.11). Thefirst 
one goes back to [ 111. Set 
~=log Id, nU’(r) x(z) =- 
U(rl) ’ 
.Jw=‘12 IU(v)l’+“. (1.17) 
For U and q nonzero (1.17) transforms (1.11) into aquadratic autonomous 
system in the open upper half (x, y)-plane H +, 
where the dot denotes derivative with respect toz. Note that H + is 
invariant dthat (Q) also acts on the open lower half plane H -. This 
latter action, however, isirrelevant for our purposes here. Infact the orbits 
in H- contain similarity profiles of (1.1) with treplaced by -t. 
Because of the symmetry with respect toU and q as well as the 
z-invariance of (Q), every orbit of (Q) contains four one-parameter families 
of either positive or negative solutions U(q) defined onmaximal open 
subintervals of either R+ or R-. 
Orbits coming out of critical points of(Q) contain solutions which exist 
but do not oscillate as q -+ 0. There are three of those critical points, 
namely the origin 0 = (0, 0), the point (l/m, 0) and the point 
2 2 m+l - -- 
m-l’ > m-l 2/?--(m-1)cc ’ 
For m > 1 and c( and j3 satisfying (1.10) or(1.13) this last one lies in H- 
and is not of interest here. Therefore we shall not discuss it. 
The critical point (x, y) = (0, l/m). For positive m this one is always a
saddle with one orbit y, coming out into H +, one coming out into H--, 
and two orbits going in contained in the positive x-axis. Thelatter three do 
not contain solutions f (1.1 1 ), but the orbit yU is important. I  contains all 
the solutions U(u) for which 
lim U( rj )= 0, (1.18 
0-O 
while 
,“fyo ( I UI ??--l U)’ (Y/)#O. (1.19 
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Thus we have found the solutions which satisfy thesign change condition n 
4 = 0. Loosely speaking yUcontains the anti-symmetric solutions. We have 
to be cautious here because w shall see that for o! and /3 both negative 
there are still other anti-symmetric solutions which ave azero in q = 0 but 
do not satisfy (1.19) and are not contained in y,. 
The critical point (x, y) = (0,O). The linearization of (Q)in 0 has eigen- 
values 1 and 2, no matter what the parameters a e. Thus the origin sa 
repeller. The orbits coming out of it into H+ contain exactly all solutions 
for which 
lim U(q) #0. ( 1.20) 
q-0 
One orbit is of special interest, namely the unique orbit yS coming out of 
0 into H+ along the eigenvector corresponding to 2.It contains all the 
solutions which in addition to (1.20) satisfy 
f,mo U’(q) = 0. (1.21) 
Loosely speaking a ain we say that y,, contains the symmetric solutions but 
just as above the situation s a little more complicated again for aand /? 
both negative. This will become clear when we discuss the critical points at
infinity. 
All the other orbits coming out of 0 are tangent tothe x-axis and in 
pairs they contain all solutions satisfying (1.21) with 
lim U’(q) # 0. (1.22) 
q-0 
Our next observation is that for m positive (Q)does not have periodic 
orbits. More precisely, very orbit in H + comes out of one of the two 
critical points above or out of infinity and, since there are no orbits inH + 
that go into either ofthese two, every orbit eventually escapes toinfinity. 
Thus we have to analyze the behaviour of(Q) near infinity. Following 
Poincare w set 
P x=-cos#, 
P 
1-P 
- sin 4, L'=l-p (1.23) 
which transforms (Q)into 
(1-p)p=p(1-p)2{2-cos~(cos~-dlsin~)} 
m 
-p’(l-p)cosd{m-l+cos#(cos$+fisind)}; 
(l-p)fJ=psin~cos#(cos~+Bsin~) 
+ (1 - p) sin #(cos 4 - GL sin f~5), 
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where (p, 4) E R = [O, l] x [0, n]. Note that for the orbits the factor 
(1 - p) on the left-hand si es of (0) is irrelevant, d will therefore be 
ignored. 
The interior of R, being a diffeomorphic image of N+, contains o
critical points. Atp = 1 we find four critical points, namely at angles 
I$ =n/2, 4= arccotan (-/I), 4 =O, and 4 = n. These are the so-called 
critical points at infinity. 
The critical point (p, 4) = (1, 7c/2). This one is a local attractor f R
when m > 1 and j3 is positive. The orbits going into it from the interior of 
R contain precisely thesolutions forwhich 
(1.24) 
as r + co, i.e., as q+ fco, depending onthe sign of q. All these solutions 
have noncompact support. IfMand p satisfy (1.13) itfollows from (1.24) that 
U(q) -+ 0. On the other hand, if both CI and j3 are negative we have alocal 
repeller fo R which means that he solutions contained in the orbits 
coming our of this critical point satisfy (1.24) asye + 0. This implies that 
both U and the flux vanish as q + 0. We call this the infinite waiting time 
condition since we can extend any of these solutions to the other side of 
q = 0 by setting it equal to zero there, and thus obtain a solution with a
frozen free boundary. Note that any two of these solutions defined for q
positive andr negative, r spectively, can be glued to one another togive 
one single solution. Thus we can create a multitude of symmetric and 
anti-symmetric solutions, which are not contained in y, or y,, as well as 
asymmetric solutions with azero in v =0 but not contained in the orbits 
coming out of 0. In Section 4 we shall make this picture complete. 
The critical point (p, 4) = (1, arccotan( -/I)). For m > 1 and /I #0 this 
one is a saddle. If fi s positive th two orbits coming out are contained in 
p = 1 and therefore a of no further interest to us here, while there is one 
unique orbit yi going into this critical point from the interior of R. This 
happens in a finite r-time and yi contains the solutions forwhich 
I(lul”-‘Y(v)1 + I(m-l)Brl*L (1.25) 
as qfq* when q* is positive, and ~1 yl* when yl* is negative. This is the 
interface condition with the interface moving away from x = 0. 
On the other hand, if j3 is negative, everything turns around. Instead of
going in, yi comes out of the critical point and the corresponding solutions 
satisfy (1.25) as~1 ‘I* when PI* is positive, and nT y * when v* is negative. 
This the the interface condition for interfaces moving towards x = 0. Note 
that hese similarity solutions vanish pointwise a  tJO. 
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Before w discuss the other two critical points atinfinity we observe that 
for tl= CI~ in Theorem 1the orbit yi coincides with Y,~ and contains the 
Barenblatt-Pattle family, while for CI =c(, it coincides with y, and contains 
the dipole family. In both cases yi is a straight line in the (x, y)-coordinates, 
and the solutions canbe computed explicitly. 
The critical points (p, 4) = (1,0) and (p, q5) = (1, z). For m > 1 the second 
one is always an attractor and the first one a repeller. Orbits going into the 
attractor d  this in finite r-time and the solutions U(v) they contain goto 
zero as v approaches some finite positive value from below, or some finite 
negative alue ,from above, but their fluxes remain onzero. Thus they 
satisfy thesign change condition. Similarly, the orbits coming out of the 
repeller do this tarting at some finite z-value. Theonly difference is that 
the solutions they contain goto zero with nonzero flux as q approaches 
some finite positive alue from above, or some finite negative alue from 
below. In fact there is a pairing between the orbits going into the attractor 
and orbits coming out of the repeller such that every solution with a sign 
change is contained inone orbit pair. What we need therefore is a transfor- 
mation which blows up these critical points and identifies them in such a
way that each of these orbit pairs can be considered as one single orbit 
varying continuously with the parameters. We have found two of these 
transformations, one that is more suited for the study of symmetric profiles, 
the other for anti-symmetric profiles. B low e shall describe thfirst one. 
We set 
a = (x + /?y) yml(’ ~ m), I/Cl-m) b=y , (1.26) 
which is a diffeomorphism of H + onto itself transforming (Q) into 
where we ignore the factor b”- ’ on the left-hand si es again. We shall 
denote the open upper half (a, b)-plane by H*. It is easy to see from (1.10) 
or (1.13) that apart from the origin there are no finite critical points of 
(Q*) in H*. It turns out that he orbits inH + going to infinity along 4= n 
are mapped onto the orbits inH* which leave H* through the negative 
a-axis while the orbits inH + coming out of infinity along Q= 0 are 
mapped onto the orbits entering H* through the positive a-axis. In other 
words, these singularities hav  been blown up and removed. This is the 
first part of what we set out to do. The other part, namely their dentifica- 
tion, is now simple. We just identify thepositive andnegative a-axis. The
result isthat every orbit going through it contains solutions with a sign 
change. Although there is some lack of smoothness at each crossing, the
well posedness at the positive andnegative a-axis not difficult to prove. 
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In order to trace orbits both forwards and backwards we have to 
investigate the b haviour of(Q*) near the origin a d near infinity. We set 
Illm - 1) I/Cm 1) 
cos 0, sin 8, (1.27) 
which is a diffeomorphism of the open rectangle R* = {(r, fl):r E (0, 1), 
0~ (0, rr)} onto H* transforming (Q*)into 
a*, 
i 
(r sin+’ Q)i= (m- 1) r(1 -r)* sin B(cos l3-p sin 0) 
-r*(l -r)sinmP’ O(2 +(m - 1) cos B(cos (3 - (a + p) sin 0)); 
(r sinm ~’ 19) 0 = r sinm B(cos 9 - (a + /3) sin 0) 
+ (1 - r) cos B(cos 0- j3 sin e), 
where the factor r sin”-’ 0 on the left-hand si es of (Q*) is ignored again. 
Now let C be the cylinder obtained from R* by identifying 9 = 0 and 
8 = n. We find that at the bottom of C, i.e., at r= 0, there is a critical point 
Pi at 0 = z/2 which is a saddle ifm > 1 and fi #0. If fi >0 one single orbit, 
the image of yi, goes into this addle from the interior of C. On top of C, 
i.e., atr = 1, there is a critical point P, at 8 = arccotan(a + /?) which is 
always a saddle with one orbit, he image of y,,, coming out into C. We 
shall show that, for certain bifurcation values ofthe parameters, there exist 
connections between these two saddles which go around C any prescribed 
number of times. Ifc( and fl are related by(1.10) these connections are
unique and they contain the compactly supported symmetric similarity 
profiles in Theorem 1. 
In order to find the anti-symmetric p ofiles w  modify (1.27) and set 
(1.28) 
and essentially the only thing that changes i that here is a different saddle 
on top of C with one orbit, he image of y,, coming out. The compactly 
supported anti-symmetric s milarity profiles in Theorem 1.1 are again 
contained in saddle-saddle connections. 
2. THE AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
In this ection weanalyze the critical points ofthe autonomous systems 
(Q), (Q), (Q*), and (Q*) we encountered in the Introduction in more 
detail. It is convenient to introduce some notation. If y is an orbit of (Q) 
in H+, we denote the corresponding orbits of(Q), (Q*), and (Q*) by 
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7, ‘J*, and 7*, and vice versa. Each of these orbits contains four one- 
parameter families of olutions U. 
Throughout this ection weshall only consider y > 0 and U > 0 which 
leaves us with just one solution family in each orbit to consider. The
remaining three families areobtained byreflections in theq-and U-axis. 
We begin with (Q) and its polar coordinate version (0). Unless 
otherwise stated, m > 1, G~-C 0,and b > 0. For reasons explained in the 
introduction we restrict ourselves to the closure ofthe upper half plane 
H+. In Fig. 2.1 we sketch the regions where i and jj are positive and
negative. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There are no periodic orbits of(Q) in H + 
Proof: This is immediate from Fig. 2.1. 
Next we analyze the two critical points of(Q) on the x-axis. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The critical point (0, 0) is a repeller. Thelinearization 
of (Q) around (0,O) has matrix 
4,0)= :,f ,( ) 
which as eigenvalues L, = 1 and AZ = 2 with corresponding eigenvectors 
and 17, = 
Iy 
0 1 . 
P 0 12 
P 5-i K-l 
FIG. 2.1. The phase plane. 
x 
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(i) One orbit, yS, comes out of (0, 0) along C2. It contains the solutions 
U(q) of(l.ll) with U(O)>0 and U’(O)=O. 
(ii) For each p> 0 there is one orbit coming out of (0,O) along 5, , and 
one along - 6, , such that 
p= lim L!@L 
rl -m X(7)2’ 
(2.1) 
Each of these orbit pairs contains the solutions U(q) of (1.11) with U(0) > 0 
and 
u(o)-2 IU’(0)13~fi’=p. (2.2) 
There are no other orbits coming out of (0, 0) into H+. 
Proof: The computation of A(0, 0), I,, &, U,, and U, is straightforward. 
Since 2 > 1 only one orbit (y,,) comes out of (0,O) along V,, and one along 
-VZ. All other orbits come out of (0,O) along the positive or negative 
x-axis, and we need their p ecise asymptotics near the origin. Since zero is 
not in the complex hull of the spectrum ofA(0, 0) and since (Q) does not 
contain the resonant term x2 in the differential equ tion for y, it follows 
from the Poincart-Dulac Theorem [Z] that here is a biholomorphic 
equivalence near the origin between (Q) and its linear part 
With the exception of the two orbits coming out along ffi2, the integral 
curves of this ystem are given by a one-parameter family ofparabolas 
y = d(x - qJJ2> 
parametrized by ~7. It is not difficult to check that he biholomorphic 
equivalence maps this family surjectively to a one-parameter family of 
curves locally given by 
with 
y = PX’ + F,(x), (2.3) 
F,(x) = 0(x2) as x + 0, 
and p - p” =constant. Forfixed p the graph of y = px2 + F,(x) contains an 
orbit pair, with one orbit going to the left, he other going to the right. 
Obviously p =0 corresponds to the positive andnegative x-axis whereas 
negative values ofp correspond to orbits inthe lower half plane. Relevant 
to us are of course only the orbit pairs with positive p. 
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Next we show that he solutions f (1.11) with U(0) >0 are contained in 
these orbit pairs. Bythe standard theory for ordinary differential equ tions 
there exists for every u0 > 0 and ub # 0 a unique solution U of (1.11) with 
U(0) =u. and U’(0) = 24;. 
For the solution with ub = 0 we obviously have 
lim x(r)= lim y(s)=O, 
rl-Cc 71 -xz 
but also 
This implies that U is contained in y,,. Moreover, 
(2.4) 
so that ascaling ofu0 amounts to a shift inT. 
Now suppose that U is a solution with u. > 0 and ub #O. Again 
it is obvious that U is contained in an orbit coming out of the origin. 
Computing 
p= lim y(z) 3 
rl -m X(T)’ 
m u’(q)y= u(o)3-wt u’(o)y, 
we see that all solutions U with u. > 0 and ub # 0 are contained in the orbit 
pairs found above. The sign of ub determines whether U is contained in the 
left or the right orbit. Bythe same argument asabove, varying u.and ub 
with p being fixed amounts to a shift inT. This completes heproof. 
By Proposition 2.2(i), thesymmetric solutions with U(0) # 0 are con- 
tained in Y,~. Proposition 2.2(ii) tells u where to find solutions f (1.11) 
with U(0) # 0 # U’(0). If U is such asolution, then, modulo symmetry, the 
parts of U defined onR+ and R- are contained in the two orbits ofone 
orbit pair of the form (2.3) with p given by (2.2). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The critical point ( l/m, 0) is a saddle. The linearization 
of (Q) around (l/m, 0) has matrix 
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which as eigenvalues p1 = -1 and pz = (m + 1 )lm with corresponding eigen- 
vectors 
The orbits going into this saddle ie on the x-axis. Only one orbit, yu, comes 
out of (l/m, 0) into H +. It contains the solutions U(q) of (1.11) with 
U(0) =0 and ( Um)‘(O+) > 0arbitrary, nd this derivative parametrizes th e 
solutions. 
Proqf: The computation of A( l/m, 0), p,, pLz, W,, and GZ is again 
straightforward. So onlyone orbit (y,) comes out of (l/m, 0) into the open 
upper half plane. Any solution U contained in yU has U’(q) > 0 as q JO so 
that lim, 0U(q) exists, We claim that it is zero; for suppose itis positive, 
then lim rlPm y(r)eP2’=limqL, U(rf)‘-m is also positive. Since 
1 m+l lim ‘(5)=2+(1-m),=- 
z1 -my(z) m ’ 
this would imply that (m + 1 )/m =2, which is absurd. So
lim U(q) =0. 
410 
Furthermore we have 
(Urn)” (fl) 
U(rl) 
= m(cc - /3x(z)) + mcc -B as ~10, 
forcing 
(U(r)“)” + 0 as ~10. 
Hence limqjo (U(q)“)’ exists and again we claim it is positive. Suppose not; 
then by I’Hospital’s ru e,
= iim cf -MT) 
2m+1 =- 
ri -= x(z)- l/m m ’ 
which is again absurd. Thus 
and a scaling of (Urn)’ (0) amounts to a shift inz. This completes heproof. 
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From Proposition 2.3 we see that he anti-symmetric solutions with 
(1 UJ”-’ U)’ (0) #0 are contained in yU. 
Next we look at orbits coming out of or going into infinity (p = 1). 
Observe that orbits of(0) contained in p= 1 do not contain solutions f 
(1.11). 
We discuss the four critical points of(0) at p = 1. We call these points 
the critical points of (Q) at infinity. For the linearization of (0) we 
introduce th notation 
( 
(WP)(l-PI6 
B(p,d)= (a/+)(1-p)$ 
(WdNl -P)P 
1 (a/a$4)(l-P)$ . 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The critical point (p, 1+3) = (1, 7~12) is an attractor f
the rectangle R = [0, 1 ] x [0, n] and has 
The orbits going into this attractor from the interior of R correspond to the 
orbits inH + that enter the positively invariant se
x(1 -mx) 
(x,y)~x,y~R,~<+ Bx-X . 
All these orbits can be continued as ‘5 + co and have X(T) T(E/P) and 
y(s)? +co. The solutions U(q) contained inthese orbits satisfy 
(2.6) 
and decay to zero as n + GO. 
Proof The computation of B( 1,742) istrivial. The invariance of S(cc, /I) 
is obvious from Fig. 2.1 and hence xis bounded for every orbit that enters 
S(a, p). This neutralizes th  quadratic terms in (Q) and establishes t  
global existence as T+ co, the limit behaviour being straightforward. 
Furthermore it is easy to see that no other orbits y come out of or go into 
infinity with 
X(T) 
Y(T) 
+ 0, 
SO we have simultaneously identified all orbits y”in the interior of R coming 
out of or going into (p, d) = (1, n/2). The two orbits contained in p= 1 also 
go into (1,742) and thus (1, n/2) is an attractor f R. This completes he
proof. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. The critical point (p, 4) = (1, arccot( -/I)) is a saddle 
and has 
The two orbits coming out are contained inp = 1. Only one orbit, pi, goes 
into this addle from the interior of R. It corresponds to a unique orbit yi of 
(Q) in H ’ escaping toinfinity n finite z-time with 
47) 
-+ -B, 
Y(T) 
and contains the solutions U(n) of (1.11) f orwhich the interface condition 
(1.25) holds as n r n*, where n* > 0 is arbitrary anddetermines the solution. 
Proof The local nalysis is left tothe reader. Observe that yi escapes to
infinity n finite time because ofthe quadratic erms in (Q). We can thus 
take yl* =e’* where r* is the moment at which yi reaches infinity, as 
parameter. Since y= v*U’~“’ + co as z 7 r*, it follows that U(v) -+ 0 as 
q t q*. Moreover 
(U(q)“- ‘)‘=(m-I)*e7+(l-m)fiq* 
Y(T) 
as vtv*, (2.7) 
which completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The critical point (p, 4) = (1,0) is a repeller and has 
m 0 
B(LO)= o 1 ( ) 
For every a+ > 0 there is a unique orbit y coming out of infinity in finite 
z-time such that 7comes out of (p, 4) = (0, 0), and y* enters H* through the 
point (a +, 0). Except for the two orbits contained inp = 1 and r$ = 0, there 
are no other orbits coming out of (p, 4) = (0,O). Varying a+ over R+ we 
obtain all orbits of(Q) in H + which do not come out of (0,O) or (l/m, 0). 
The solutions U(n) of (1.11) contained inthese orbits satisfy 
U(v) + 0 and (U(~)m)‘,ma+(y+)‘“+‘)/‘“-l’, (2.8 1 
as n 1 n + > 0, where the .free parameters ]+> 0 and a + > 0 determine the 
solution. 
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Prooj: The computation of B( 1, 0) is trivial and clearly (1, 0) is a 
repeller. All orbits jjcoming out of it into the open rectangle ar tangent 
to p = 1, but this is not enough to classify thesolutions U contained in 
these orbits. We therefore turn to (Q*) and sketch its phase plane in 
Fig. 2.2. 
Any orbit y* of (Q*) starting o  the positive a-axis, say in (a+, 0), can 
be represented near (a +, 0) by 
a=A(b), 
where A is a solution of 
n,(h)=h”-‘(((l+m)/(l-nz))A+(cc+B)b) 
A-/I/J-(2/(m-1))b” ’ 
A(O)=a+, 
which as a unique local solution provided a+is nonzero. We denote this 
orbit by ~*(a+), and its corresponding orbits of(Q) and (Q) by ~(a’) and 
-?(a+ ).Now observe that 
imply 
and h=y I/( 1 -nr) ~ 0 
Y+a and 
X 
-+co. 
Y 
Consequently, v(a+)comes out of (p, 4) = (1,O) into the open rectangle. 
Because of the quadratic terms in (Q), ?(a’) comes out of infinity n a
FIG. 2.2. The (a, b)-phase plane. 
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finite time. As parameter we choose q + = eTt where r+ is the moment at 
which ~(a’) leaves infinity. We then have 
and 
a + = Jim+ (X + by) JJ~‘(‘-~) = lim xym’(i *) 
7jr+ 
It remains toshow that every orbit y not coming out of (0,O) or (l/m, 0) 
is of the form y(a’) with a+ > 0. Clearly, from Fig. 2.1, such an orbit y 
must come out of infinity nto the first quadrant, so that in view of the lack 
of other critical points atp = 1, 7 must come out of (l,O). Thus we have 
X 
X-CO and --+ co, 
Y 
but also, because ofthe linearization, 
db) ~(4 sin CC) 
Y(z)=- 
1 -P(T) 4(r) -+ cof 
as r decreases to the intimum Zof the interval on which (x(r), y(r)) is 
defined. Consequently, he quadratic erms in (Q) force t to be finite, and
because 
m+l 
ri=Ga+(cc+P)y”‘I-‘“‘, 
it follows that lim rl ra(z) exists a a nonnegative, possibly zero number. 
The proof will be completed by eliminating he latter possibility. S nce
a x 
-=-+p+cc 
b Y 
and b= I”/(‘-m)+O 
as r 1 Z, we have 
ri 
6=bm- 
1 ((l+m)l(l-m))(nib)-(a+P)~o, 
a/b-p-(2/(m- 1)) b”-’ 
But then it is impossible fora to converge tozero because ofl’H8spital’s 
rule. This concludes the proof. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. The critical point (p, 4) = (1, n) is an attractor andhas 
B(l, 4=( -; -0. 
For every a -C 0 there is a unique orbit y escaping toinfinity n finite z-time 
such that 7 goes into (p, I$)= (0, R), and y* leaves H* through the point 
(a , 0). Except for the two orbits contained inp = 1 and b = z, there are no 
other orbits going into (p, 4) = (0, 7~). Varying a over R ~ we obtain all 
orbits of(Q) in H + which do not go into (1, z/2) or (1, arccot( -/?)). The 
solutions U(q) of ( 1.11) contained inthese orbits satisfy 
U(Y)-+0 and (~(rl)“)‘~ma-(r~)‘“+“/(“~“, (2.9) 
as q t q- > 0, where the free parameters q-> 0 and a < 0 determine the 
solution. 
Proof: Similar tothat of Proposition 2.7 and therefore mitted. 
So now we know how to represent solutions U of (1.11) with a sign 
change in v = yI >0. The modulus of the part of the solution before the sign 
change is contained inan orbit going into (p, c$) = (1, z), while the 
modulus of the part after the sign change is contained in an orbit coming 
out of (p, 4) = (1, 0). With the notation fthe last wo propositions t is 
clear that 
q- =y+ =q and a+ +a-=O, 
and this is precisely wh the positive and negative a-axis have to be 
identified. 
In Fig. 2.3 we sketch t e local behaviour of(Q) near the critical points 
cp=o 
FIG. 2.3. The compactified upper half (x, y)-phase plane. 
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in the compactified upper half plane. Observe that every orbit is 
heteroclinic, .e.connects wo different critical points. 
Next we turn to (Q*) and (Q*). Note that the positive u-axis 
corresponds with {(Y, 0):O <r < l} and the negative u-axis with 
{(Y, rc):O<r< l}. Obviously (Q*) does not have critical points, except for 
the origin. We continue with the critical points of (Q*) in R* = 
[0, l] x [0, n]. They are 
(y, 0) = (0, arccotan B), 
( > 
0,; , (1, 0), (1, arccotan(a + b)), (1, n). 
For the linear nalysis of these critical points weuse the notation 
( (d/&)(r sin”-’ 8 i) D(r’ ‘I= (d/&)(r sinme 0 4) (d/dO)(r sin+’ 0 i) > (~3/&3)(r sinmP’ 0 4)’ 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The critical point (r, 0) = (0, 742) has 
and is a saddle. The two orbits coming out are contained inr = 0. Only one 
orbit, y*, which corresponds to y, and y*, goes into this addle from the 
interior of R*. Asymptotically it istangent to the eigenvector of the negative 
eigenvalue (1-m) /?, which is 
Proof: The local analysis is traightforward. We only show that, with 
the notation i troduced at the beginning of this ection, theorbit going 
into this addle isy”,+. Namely, if (x(r), y(r)) is a solution with trajectory 
yi, then 
X(T) -+ -00, X(T) y(t)+@J, --B 
Y(T) 
as tTt*, 
implying 
b-0, a x ;=),+P+O, and thus a -+ 0. 
This proves that 7,* is the orbit going into (0, 7c/2). 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. The critical point (r, 0) = (1, arccotan(cr + p))has 
D( 1, arccotan(a + /3)) 
( 
2( 1 + (a + p)*)(‘-m)‘z 0 = 
) -/?(cc+fl)(l +(c(+fi)2) -’ -(I +(,+fi)z)(‘Pm)!2 ’ 
and is a saddle. The two orbits going in are contained in r= 1. Only one orbit, 
117.7, which corresponds to ys and y,:, comes out of this addle going into the 
interior of R*. 
Proof: Again the local analysis is traightforward, so we only show 
that, with the notation introduced at the beginning of this section, theorbit 
coming out of this addle isy”,*. Namely, if (x(z), y(r)) is a solution with 
trajectory y,, then 
implying 
b+oo and 
a x 
-=-+p+u+p. 
b Y 
This proves that 7,: is the orbit coming out of (1, arccotan(a + /3)). 
PROPOSITION 2.10. The critical point (r, 0) = (0, arccotan fi) has 
D(0, arccotan b) =
( -a(l + p:p+ Iv* 
0 
-fi > . 
No orbits come out of this critical point but there is a one-parameter family 
of orbits going into this critical point coming from the interior of R*. These 
orbits corresponds to the orbits inProposition 2.4. 
Proof: We only show that every orbit 7 going into r coming out of 
(1, 77/2) corresponds to an orbit 7* going into or coming out of 
(0, arccotan /?). But this follows from the quivalence of 
and 
x 
i- 
40 and Y-+~, 
a 
i --+P 
and b-0, 
which completes the proof. 
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We have now recovered all orbits of(Q) and (0) as orbits of(Q*) 
except for the ones in Proposition 2.2(ii) andy, in Proposition 2.3. Clearly 
they have to correspond to orbits of(Q*) coming out of (1,0) and (1, n). 
In general the right-hand si e of (Q*) is not smooth in these points and a 
formal linearization only ields 
0 0 
D(0, l)=D(O,n)= -I o ( 1 
PROPOSITION 2.11. There are no orbits of (&* ) in (0, 1) x (0, n) going 
into (1,0) or (1, z). The orbits in Proposition 2(ii) correspond inpairs to 
orbits of (B*) coming out of (0, 1) and (0, x), while y, corresponds to an 
orbit coming out of (1, 0). There are no other orbits coming out of these 
critical points except for orbits contained in{r = 1 }. 
Proof: Similar tothe previous two proofs and left tothe reader. 
This completes ouranalysis of the local behaviour. In the next section we 
shall carry out the global nalysis. 
3. THE CYLINDERS 
In this section we give the bifurcation analysis of the autonomous system 
(Q* ) acting onthe cylinder 
C={(r,B)IrE(O,1),0ERmodrc}. 
Unless otherwise states weassume that m > 1, tl <0, and fi >0. 
Clearly the vector field defined bythe right-hand si e of (Q*) is smooth 
on the complement ofthe segment 
and from Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 it follows that hrough every point 
(r, 19) E 1 there goes precisely one “generalized” orbit r. This orbit intersects 
1 perpendicularly. Before the intersection it c rresponds to the orbit in 
Proposition 2.7 with 
r ( > 
1/(1-m) 
a =- - 
l-r 
and after the intersection to the orbit in Proposition 2.6 with a+ = -a-. 
Each r is a union of orbits of(Q*). The number of intersections of r and 
I is called the rotation number of r, denoted byn(T). 
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The boundary of C consists of two topological circles 
S,={(1,8)10~Rmod~} and So= ((0, B)I@ERmodn}. 
As we have seen in Section 2 they both contain o e saddle, namely 
P, = (1, arccotan(a + /I)) E S, and Pi= 0,; Et& 
( ) 
The unique orbit coming out of P, containing thesymmetric solutions f 
(1.11) isdenoted byr,7 and the unique orbit going into Pi containing the
solutions f (1.11) with an interface by Ti (see Fig. 3.1). 
The only other critical point on S, we found in Section 2 is the attractor 
P, = (0, arccotan p). 
It contains all solutions U(q) which decay to zero aq + co. 
In order to find compactly supported symmetric similarity profiles U(q) 
we must look for saddle-saddle connections between P, and Pi. In other 
words, when do r, and Ti coincide? Note that so far we have not used that 
% and /I are related by (1.10). It turns out that (1.10) implies an important 
monotonicity property which will help us to carry out the bifurcation 
---* 
PO 
I r 
I=lO=o mod K) 
FIG. 3.1. The cylinder C.
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analysis as GI runs from - l/(m + 1) to - l/(m - l), so from now on we 
shall a ways assume that (1.10) holds, i.e., 
2D=(m-l)cr+1. 
This leaves u with one free parameter a, since m > 1 is fixed. 
The results in Theorem 1.1 concerning thesymmetric profiles areadirect 
consequence of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. There xists a sequence 
1 1 
Ixg= -->a,>a,>a,> . ..I-- 
m+l m-l’ 
such that T, and r, coincide tfand only if CI = Q,, for some n E { 0, 1,2, ..}. 
Zf this is so then = n(I’,) = n(T,). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the analysis of the action f(&*) 
on C when c( = - l/(m + 1) and when CI = - l/(m - 1) combined with the 
monotonicity result announced above. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let c( = - l/(m + 1); then r, = Ti = {(r, x/2): rE (0, 1)) and 
n(T,) = n(r,) = 0. This connection corresponds to the straight line 
(m+l)x+y=O (3.1) 
in the (x, y)-upper half plane H +. 
Proof: By verification. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let ct = - l/(m - 1); then B = 0 and the critical points P, 
and P, coincide. The orbit T, no longer exists, and with the exception f
orbits contained inthe circles S, and S, every orbit r goes around the 
cylinder forever having S, as o-limit set. In particular, n(r,Y) = +CC. 
Proof: This follows directly from the fact hat all solutions U of (1.11) 
are periodic when c1< 0and fl= 0. 
In order to formulate ourmonotonicity result werewrite (Q*) as 
(‘*) 
m~1t3i=(m-1)r(l-r)F(r,8,a); 
{:~~~mp’(31j=G(r (j c() 3,. 
This defines F and G. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let F and G be as above. Then 
F,G-FG,= --Ysinm+’ 8 
i 
1-r+m+l m-l - 
2 
-rsrn 
m-l 
which is negative ifr # 0 and 0 # 0 mod 7~. 
Proof. By verification. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 
1 1 
--<<< -- 
m-l m+ 1’ 
Denote the r-value ofthe last intersection poi t of Ti and 1 by r-(u). Then 
-c 1 1 r : -- -- m-l’ m+l 1 --+(O, l] 
is a well-defined nondecreasing continuous function, strictly increasing o  
(- l/(m - l), - l/m] and identically equal to one on (- l/m, -l/(m + 1)). 
ProoJ: First we check that r- is well defined. Note that c1+ fl< 0 so 
that y”,+ cannot have entered the rectangle {(r, 0):O < r < 1, 0 < 8 <n/2} 
through the segment {(r, 742): 0 <r < 1). Since P, is an attractor, it either 
comes out the critical point (LO), or enters through {(r, 0):0 < r < 1 }. We 
claim that it can be written asthe graph of a function 
R, : 0, ; --) (0, 11, 
[ 1 
where the subscript c( indicates hedependence on LX. This will be clear if 
6 > 0 along 7:. Let us examine where 4is positive andnegative. W  intro- 
duce the sets 
D; = (r, tI):arccotan/?<f!I<t, 
{ 
o<r<- 
cos B(cos 8 - j sin 6) 
l-r sinm B(cos 0 - (0~ + /?) sin 0) ’ 
cos O(cos 0 - /3 sin 0) 
sinm 8(cos 8 - (a f j?) sin 0) < 
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and 
D+=R*-(D;u&). 
Then t? >0 in D + and 0 -=c 0 in D; u D; . Furthermore, 
i=r(1-r){(1-~)(c0tan&~)-2rsin”~‘0}<0 on 6DfuR*. 
Thus 0; is positively invariant dany orbit in it has to go to P,. Hence 
77 must lie in D+ and be of the form r= R, (0) with r-(a) = R; (0). 
Next we show that R;(e) is strictly increasing in c(for 0< 1!9 < 7r/2. From 
Proposition 2.8 we conclude that 
(m-l)a+l 
(m+l)cr+l’ 
which is strictly decreasing from zero to -cc as tl runs from - l/(m - 1) 
to - l/(m - 1). 
This implies that if y”j+(cr ) and yT(a+) are the interface orbits corre- 
sponding to -l/(m- l)<a- <Al+ < -l/(m- l), then Y,*(C) is below 
y”T(cc+ ) near 8= n/2. Now suppose they intersect somewhere b tween tI= 0 
and 8 = n/2. Then there has to be a last intersection, say i  (r*, 0*), before 
they both go into P,. We claim that this is impossible in view of 
Lemma 3.4. To be precise, in (r*, 0*) we must have 4positive forboth c(~~ 
and a+, and one easily checks that D+ varies monotonically witha. So 
8(r*, e*) >0 for all aE (a-, a*). By Lemma 3.4, 
? . 
CY<O 
aa 4 
in (r*, e*): 
implying 
(R,+)’ (e*) < (R,)’ (e*). 
But then y”F(a-) would be above ~,+(cx’) near 6, =n/2, contradiction. 
We conclude that R; (0) is strictly increasing  a for 0< 8 < n/2, so 
that consequently rp: (- l/(m - 1 ), -l/(m + 1)) + (0, l] is nondecreasing. 
Now suppose there exist -l/(m-l)<cc-<a+<-l/(m+l) with 
r (g-) = rp(cI+) =ie (0, 1). Fix a between a- and a+ and take any point 
between y”*(ac) and p*(a+). Tracing its orbit backward intime we see by 
the same argument asbefore that it cannot have intersected any of these 
two, so it must have come from (i, 0). But this contradicts the fact hat 
there is only orbit starting at this point. Thus rp is strictly increasing in 
a-values where it is less then one. 
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For which a-values can we have that r- (a) = l? For c( = - l/m we know 
that y,coincides with y,, so that r-(-l/m)= 1, and hence r-(a)= 1 for all 
c( between -l/m and -l/(m+ 1). For cx between -l/(m- 1) and -l/m, 
however, itis not difficult to show that y”, goes to (p, 4) = (1, n), which 
makes it impossible foryi to have come out of (x, y) = (0,O). But then it 
can only have come out of infinity n the first quadrant, so that r- (CC) < 1. 
Leaving the continuity of r as an exercise forthe reader this completes 
the proof. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 
1 1 
----<a< -- 
m-l m+ 1’ 
Denote the r-value ofthe first intersection poi t of r, and 1 by r+(a). Then 
r+:[ 
1 1 
-- -- 
m-l’ m+l ) 
-(O, 1) 
is a well-defined strictly increasing continuous f nction. 
Proof As in the previous proof it is easy to check that he orbit y”t can 
be represented as the graph of a function 
R,+ : [arccotan(a + fl), n]-+ (0, l), 
with r+(a)= R:(z)E(O, 1). Obviously, if -l/(m- l)f~ <CC+ <
- l/(m - l), then y”*(~ ~ )starts above y*(a+), and as in the previous proof 
one shows that hey cannot intersect. The rest of the proof is then similar 
to that of Lemma 3.5. 
LEMMA 3.7. lim ~~-~~~m+I~r+(~)=O. 
Proof: Suppose this limit equals E> 0. Then, since P,, -+ (1, 42) as 
c( t- l/(m + l), using the strict monotonicity of he family jjF(cc) combined 
with standard continuity arguments, we would have for CI = - l/(m + 1) the 
existence of an orbit y”* coming from (1, n/2) going to (E, z). But only one 
orbit comes out of P,, namely p itself, andit coincides with 77 when 
CL = - l/(m + l), contradiction. Thus the limit szero. 
LEMMA 3.8. lim,, Pl,Cm r) r-((x) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose not; then, by arguments similar to those in the previous 
proof, weobtain, for CI = - l/(m + l), the existence of an orbit jj* going 
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into (0, 742) coming from (E, 0) with E ~0. This again contradicts 
Lemma 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.9. There xists a unique number u2 such that if a = a, then 
ri=r,s and n(f,)=n(T,)= 1. For UE(U~, -l/(m+ 1)) the orbit r., goes 
into P, with n(r,y) = 1, while n(K’,) 2 2fur u E (- l/(m - l), uz). 
Proof This is a direct onsequence of the previous four lemmas. Note 
that uz is the unique u-value for which 
r-(u)=r+(Z). 
We shall now finish t e proof of Theorem 3.1 by induction with respect 
to the rotation number. Let us formulate thinduction hypothesis. 
(H,) There exists uz,, E (- l/(m - l), - l/(m + 1)) such that the 
following twoconditions hold: 
(i) if u= uZn then r, = r,s and n(Tj) = n(r,Y) = n; 
(ii) ifuE(-l/(m-l),uZn) thenn(T,,)>n+l. 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose (H,) holds. Then there exists a unique number 
uZn +2 E ( - l/(m - 1 ), uZn) such that 
(1) ifa=u2n+2 then r, = r,y and n(r,) = n(r,) = n + 1; 
(11) ifUE(U2,2+2, a,,) then (Z-,) = n+ 1 and r, goes into PO; 
(III) Z~UE(-l/(m-l),cr,,,+,) thenn(r,,)>n+2. 
PYOOJ Suppose that (H,) holds and let xE ( - l/(m - 1), ctZn). Then 
n(r,) > n. For 1 <k < n + 1 let r,Ju) denote the r-value ofthe kth inter- 
section fr,s and 1. Then 
( 
1 
rk : - -7 a,, + (0, 1)m-l ) 
is a well-defined function. By exactly the same arguments a before one 
shows with induction that these functions are strictly increasing a d
continuous. Let CI~,, + 2 be the unique u-value for which 
r-(u) = r,,+ L(u). 
Then it is easy to see that (I), (II), and (III) hold. 
LEMMA 3.11. limnrrua,,= -l/(m-1). 
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Proof: Suppose not; then 
1 
cc&lit> -- 
m-l’ 
as n r cc and n(r,,(E)) has to be infinite. We claim that he sequence 
rl(Q r2(f4, r3(4, . .
is strictly decreasing. Otherwise, using the notation of Propositions 2.6 and 
2.7, there would exist anorbit y* starting o  the positive u-axis and ending 
on the negative a-axis with a+ < --a -. But such an orbit contains a olu- 
tion U(q) of ( 1.11) defined and positive on an interval [q’, 9~ ] c (0, co), 
and zero n the boundary. Multiplying by (,,I)’ and integrating overthis 
interval it is immediate hat (Urn)’ (q ) > - ( ZF) (q ~ ) for negative CI and 
positive fl, implying a +> a-, contradiction. So indeed the sequence is
decreasing. 
Thus its limit r*exists, andit cannot be smaller than r-(C), for then we 
would have for nlarge that r,,(E) <r-(C), forcing r,(E) to go into P, and 
n(r,(E)) to be finite. 
So r* is positive. But then, by continuity arguments again, there has to 
be an orbit y”* connecting (r*, 0) and (r*, n), which would come down to 
the existence of on orbit y* going from the positive to the negative u-axis 
with cx = CI+. As we just saw, this is impossible. Thiscompletes heproof 
of Lemma 3.11, aswell as that of Theorem 3.1, and thereby ofTheorem 1.I 
as far as the symmetric profiles areconcerned. 
Let us indicate how the analogous statements forthe anti-symmetric 
profiles areproved. 
We replace ( 1.26) by
which yields 
(Q*) {;:-:“r” 
‘“~‘((2m/(l-m))u+(cc+2~)b); 
b-u- b ((m+ l)/m(m- 1))b”. B _ 
Substituting (1.27) weobtain 
r sin”‘. ’ 0 i = (m - 1) r( 1 - r)2 sin Qcos 0 - fl sin 0) 
-r’(l -r)sin”-’ @((m-t l)/m+(m-1) 
@*) XCOs 8(((2m+ l)/m)cos B-(cr+2P)sin 19)); 
r sin” ~’ 8 4 = r sinm t!I( ((2m + 1 )/m) cos 0 - (cx + 2p) sin 0) 
+ (1 - r) cos etcos 8 -/I sin e). 
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The critical points of(a*) are now 
(Y, 0) = (0, arccotan /I), 
the linear nalysis of which is similar as before. The only essential change 
is in Proposition 2.9. The critical point (Y, 0) = (1, arccotan(m(a + 2fl)/ 
1, arccotan WF+2f)), (1, n), 
(2m + 1))) = P, has 
- 
and is saddle. The two orbits going in are again contained in r= 1. Only 
one orbit, 7 *, which corresponds to yu and rf, comes out of this addle 
going into the interior of [0, l] x [O, z]. 
Again all orbits of(Q) and (D) are recovered as orbits of(o*) except 
for the ones in Proposition 2.2(ii) andys in Proposition 2.3. Clearly they 
have to correspond to orbits of(Q*) coming out of (1,0) or (1, z). As it 
turns out, they now all come out of (1,~). 
As before, (Q*) acts on C and the generalized orbits are denoted byZY 
On S, we still find one saddle. The orbit I’, coming out of it now contains 
the anti-symmetric profiles. On S, the situation s unchanged. Defining F 
and G as before Lemma 3.4 remains unaltered, so again we have 
monotonicity. Now we start with cc = -l/m and find that, asin Lemma 3.2, 
r,=r,= {(Y, n/2):rE(O, l)} and n(r,) = n(T,) = 0. This connection 
corresponds to the straight line 
Y ’ x+-c- 
2m m (3.2) 
in the (x, y)-upper half plane H +, and contains the “dipole” profiles. For 
a = - l/(m - 1) Lemma 3.3 holds again. Carrying out exactly the same 
bifurcation analysis we obtain the xistence of a sequence 
1 
a,= --1>Clj>a,>...J -- 
m m-l’ 
such that I-, and ri coincide ifand only if a = azn+ I for some 
n~(0, 1,2 ,... > If this is so then n = n(r,) = n(C). Moreover, if 
aE(aZn+,,aZn+3), thenn(T,)=n+l andr,goesintoP,. 
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Finally, it is left to the reader toshow that 
lx” > Lx, > Lx* > CYj > CQ > cY5 > . .) 
and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
4. COROLLARIES 
The machinery developed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 allows u to give 
a complete classification of similarity solutions f the form (1.8)-(1.9). 
Below e list all possibilities (modulo symmetry). Because the proofs are 
relatively simple we omit hem. 
Let us introduce some notation. If U is a solution of (l.ll), then Z, z , 
and Z+ denote the numbers of sign changes of U on R, R -, and R +, 
respectively. 
(I) -l/(m-l)<cc<O 
As we have seen in Section 2 all solutions Ii of (1.11) decay to zero as 
q + i CC with 
unless U is identically equal to zero near infinity. 
The global behaviour ofthe orbits I-,, r,, and Ti, and therefore f all 
orbits, a  well as the solutions they contain, follows from the results in the 
previous section. We consider the following four different cases. 
(i) CQ+, <a<~, with k> -1 odd (~,=0). 
Both the (symmetric) solutions f (1.11) with U(0) #0 and U’(O) = 0 as 
well as the (anti-symmetric) solutions of (1.11) with U(0) =0 and 
(Urn)’ (0) #0 have support R with z= k + 1 and z = k + 2, respectively. 
There exists precisely one number p* = p,*(a) >O such that 
U(0) U’(0) >O and U(O)p2 lU’(0)13-” = p* imply that he support of 
U is bounded from below with z=k+l and z+=(k+1)/2. For 
U(O)-2 IU’(0)13Pm < p* and U(0) U’(0) >0, the support of U is R, 
with Z= k+2 and z+=(k+1)/2. For U(O)-’ )U’(0)13pm>p* and 
U(0) U’(0) # 0, the support ofU is R, with z= k + 1 and Z+ = (k + 1)/2. 
(ii) c( =elk with k> 0 even. 
The (symmetric) solutions f (1.11) with U(0) # 0 and U’(0) = 0 are 
compactly supported and have z = k. The (anti-symmetric) solutions f 
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(1.11) with U(0) =0 and (U,)’ (0) #0 have support R and z = k + 1. The 
same holds for the solutions f (1.11) with U(0) #0 and U’(0) # 0, with 
z+ = k/2 if U(0) U’(0) > 0. 
(iii) ak+, <c~<cl~ with k>O even. 
Both the (symmetric) solutions f (1.11) with U(0) #0 and U’(0) = 0 as 
well as the (anti-symmetric) solutions of (1.11) with U(0) =0 and 
(Urn)’ (0) #0 have support R with z= k + 2 and z = k + 1, respectively. 
There exists precisely one number p* = p:(a) >O such that 
U(0) U’(O)>0 and IU(O)-~ (U’(0)13P” = p* imply that he support of 
U is bounded from above with z = k + 1 and Z+ = k/2. For 
U(O)-* IU’(0)13P”<p* and U(0) U’(O)>O, the support ofU is R, with 
z = k + 1 and z+ = k/2. For U(O)-2 1U’(O)/‘-” > p* and U(0) U’(O) #O, 
the support ofUis R, with z=k+2 and z+=k/2+1. 
(iv) M = c(~ with k> 0 odd. 
The (anti-symmetric) solutions f (1.11) with U(0) = 0 and (U”‘)’ (0) # 0 
are compactly supported and have z = k. The (symmetric) solutions f 
(1.11) with U(0) # 0 and U’(0) =0 have support R and z = k + 1. The same 
holds for the solutions of (1.11) with U(0) # 0 and U’(0) #0, with 
z+ = (k+ 1)/2. 
Some of the results below ere discovered in ependently by Vazquez 
C161. 
(II) cc>0 
The nature of the critical points i the same. The main difference is that 
solutions contained in orbits going into P,, i.e., orbits with x-+ N/P now 
contain solutions that blow up as q + a, whereas before they decayed to 
zero. It is not difficult to see that both -7, and 7, go into the critical point 
(p, 4) = (1, n/2). Consequently a lthe symmetric and anti-symmetric solu- 
tions have support R and z = 0 and z = 1, respectively, and U(q) + f a as 
q+*Go. 
There xists precisely one number p= p,(a) > 0 such that U(0) U’(0) > 0 
and U(O)-2 (U’(0)13-” = j imply that he support ofU is bounded from 
below ith z=O and U(q) -+ +cc as q --f +co. For U(O)-2 lU’(0)13 m < ~7 
and U(0) U’(0) >0, the support ofU is R, with z= zP = 1 and U(r) -+ fee 
as q -+ *co. For U(O)-* )U’(0)(3--m > p and U(0) U’(0) >0, the support of
Uis R, with z=O and U(q)+ &co as v+ &cc. 
Whenever U(q) -+ f-m as r) -+ fco, one has 
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Note that cc//I runs from 0 to 2/(m - 1) as ct runs from 0 to +co. If 
(x = l/(m + I) and fl= m/(m + l), then yu is the straight line x= l/m 
containing the solutions U(q) =C sign q/q( ‘jm, yielding the stationary 
solutions u(x, t) = C sign x(XI (l’m)~- ‘. 
Whenever an orbit y of (Q) is a straight line it contains a family of 
explicit solutions. There is, however, atleast one well-known family of 
solutions forwhich the converse ofthis tatement is false. Namely, let 
1 c(=- 
m-l 
and p= 1. 
Then 
U(v)= + { -& I 
li(rn- I) 
-c=v 9 
+ 
with C arbitrary solves (l.ll), butit is contained in the orbit pair given by 
1 
x*+x1’=- 
m-l Y, 
which is not a straight line. 
Remark. As a “limit case” we mention similarity solutions f the form 
24(x, t)=e”U(q) with ye =xe -Br. (4.1) 
One finds that CI and /I have to satisfy 28 = (m - 1) LX, but apart from that 
the equation for U remains the same. Thus for aand fi both positive we 
obtain the same picture asjust before, with M//I = 2/(m - 1). For c1 and /I 
both negative we find the same behaviour as in the case below. 
(III) c(< -I/(m-1) 
Here the local behaviour near the critical points Piand P, is different. 
First of all, P is now a repeller. Orbits coming out of it contain solutions 
with 
U(~)-+Ofromonesideand----+->--- 
u(v) B m-1 
as q+ 0 from one side. 
The corresponding solutions aredefined ona half space and have infinite 
waiting time. Another change is that he orbit yinow comes out of infinity 
in finite ime. It contains solutions with support in a half space and 
bounded away from zero. Note that his could be expected because fl< 0, 
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and that he corresponding s milarity solutions converge tozero pointwise 
as t JO. Any two of these new solutions defined ona left and a right half 
space together form asolution of the whole space. 
Again there are the symmetric and anti-symmetric profiles contained 
in r, and r,, respectively, as well as the profiles with U(0) U’(0) #O 
contained in the other orbits coming out of (x, y) = (0,O). 
What happens to all these solutions as r+ *co? There are no orbits r 
on the cylinder C that go into acritical point on the boundary. Itis not 
difficult to show that in forward -time every orbit has to go around the 
cylinder forever and converge toa periodic orbit on C. Consequently a l
the solutions above remain oscillating as ye -+ co, with Us- ’ ye ’ 
approximately p riodic in log ye. Roughly speaking they oscillate between 
+r? Z/cm - 1) and _ $/(m - 1). 
The periodic orbit above contains solutions defined ona half space with 
U(q)“- ’rlP2 periodic in log q. In particular these solutions have infinitely 
many sign changes both near q= 0 and q = cc and show that he lap num- 
ber of a solution of the porous medium equation does not necessarily have
to be locally finite. Thecorresponding s milarity solutions areof the form 
u(x, t)= x2’@- ‘) t -I’Crn - ‘)g(log X - fl og t), (4.2) 
where g= b is a periodic function. Forsolutions f the form (4.1) a periodic 
orbit on C must exist provided tland p are both negative. It contains 
solutions f the form 
24(x, t) =x2’@- l) g(log x - Bt), (4.3 1 
with gperiodic. Thus these latter solutions areperiodic in t! 
We end this ection with aconjecture. 
Conjecture. Forfixed CI < - l/(m - 1) there is only one periodic orbit 
on C, and it is the o-limit set of every other orbit on C. 
Note that if the conjecture is false there must be a whole family oforbits 
going around C forever. Every solution contained insuch an orbit 
oscillates nearzero and infinity. 
5. RADIALLY SYMMETRIC SIMILARITY SOLUTIONS 
In arbitrary space dimension the porous medium equation reads 
u,=;d(,ul”-’ u), XER”, t>O. (5.1) 
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For m > 1 one still has the Barenblatt-Pattle solutions, given by 
qx 2 t) = t-“/Mm- u+21 U(v) with u = 1x1 t~“(“(‘+‘)+~), (5.2) 
and 
1 m-l ?I2 1 
‘/Cm ~ ’1 
U(q)= f c-- 
2 n(m-1)+2 + (5.3) 
Again we want to classify allcompactly supported similarity solutions f 
the form 
u(x, t) = t”U(q) with v] = 11 t-D, (5.4) 
with Mnegative and j? positive. Substitution y elds (1.10) and 
((Ul”-’ U)‘+mpqU’=maU, 
In order for uto be a solution one needs (V’)’ (0) = 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let m > 1. Then there exists a strictly decreasing sequence 
n 
“= -n(m- 1)+2 
1 
>a;>a;>a;>...L -- 
m-l’ 
such that here is a one-parameter family of radially symmetric compactly 
supported solutions f the form above if and only if a = ct; for some integer 
k > 0. Moreover, k equals exactly the number of sign changes of U(q) on R +. 
As before the proof is based on the substitution of (1.17). Thequadratic 
autonomous system in the open upper half (x, y)-plane H + is now 
i-(2-n)x-mx2+ay-flxy; 
cen) {jLy(2+(1-m)x). 
The origin sstill a critical point with one unique orbit yr coming out into 
the open upper half plane along the igenvector 
a 
0 n 
of the linearization 
2-n a 
A(O,O)= o 2 ( > 
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of (&) around the origin. The(positive) solutions U contained in y, satisfy 
CI -= lim .u(z)= ’ lim (Urn- ‘I’ (r) 
n rl -xy(z) m-l 710 v ’ 
so that 
lim (U M- ‘)‘(tj)=O. 
710 
Since obviously U’(q) is negative for 4near zero, it follows that 
lim U(q) exists a a positive number, 
VlO 
and that 
lii U’(q) = 0. 
Scaling ofU(0) corresponds again to a shift inz. Thus y, contains the 
profiles that give rise to radially symmetric similarity solutions f the above 
form with ~(0, t) #0. 
As before (1.23) transforms (Q,) into 
The image of the orbit y, is the orbit y”,. coming out of the saddle 
(p, 4) = (0, arccotan(a/n)). At infinity we find exactly the same picture as
before, with one orbit yi going into the saddle (p, 4) = (1, arccotan( -/3)) 
containing the profiles with an interface. Again the singularities a  
(p,~$)=(l,O) and (p,q5)=(1,rc) are blown up by (1.26), which yields 
P-G-hm-‘((2/(1 -m)-n)a+(CX+@)b), 
(QZ) (h”‘-‘bIo-ph-(Z,(in-l))h”‘, 
with exactly the same interpretations concerning solutions U with sign 
changes. Substituting (1.27) weobtain 
m 
r sinm-’ 8 i = (m - 1) r(1 -r)* sin B(cos 0 - /? sin ~9) 
-r2(1-r)sinmP’0(2+(m-1) 
x cos O(n cos 8- (IX + n/l) sin 0)); 
r sin”-’ e 4 = r sin”’ e(n cos f3 - (a + nj?) sin Q) 
+ (1 - r) cos O(cos 0- p sin O), 
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which acts again on the cylinder C.With the same notation asin 
Lemma 3.4 one finds 
F,G-FG,= -rsinm+‘B (~+(--&+~)rsin+r%) 
which is negative for 0# 0, 7t and r # 0. It is not difficult to show that for 
a = - l/(rt? - 1) every orbit goes around C forever having So as w-limit 
set. Letting CIrun from -n/(n(m - 1) + 2) to - l/(m - 1) the bifurcation 
analysis in Section 3 carries over immediately, and the theorem follows. 
We conclude this ection with some remarks onthe other adially sym- 
metric solutions. Everything we said in Section 4 about symmetric profiles 
generalizes to the radially symmetric case if aZk is replaced by sr;. 
Moreover, for a< - l/(m - l), every orbit on C converges again to a 
periodic orbit, which we conjecture to be unique. Hence every solution 
oscillates and blows up as q -+ co, with U(q)“-’ v-2 approximately 
periodic nlog q, and the periodic orbit itself contains solutions for 
which U(q)“-’ qP2 is periodic in log r]. Finally, theorbits coming out of 
P, contain solutions with 
U(v) --) 0 
rU’(vl) cl 2 and - - 
U(r,J) +j%- 1 as rlo, 
and the interface orbit fi contains profiles with support bounded away 
from zero corresponding to similarity solutions with pointwise limit zero as 
t JO. 
APPENDIX 1 
Shortly after the manuscript wascompleted, theauthor discovered that 
the time periodic solution of the form (4.3) isunique modulo the obvious 
scalings andsymmetries. This can be made precise as follows. Substitution 
of (4.3) into (1.1) yields 
where A= -/>O, and 
‘I =log xi- At. 64.2) 
Now observe that ican be scaled out of (A.l) by setting 
g,(q) = lb’““-“g(u). (A.31 
409:157/1-B 
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Obviously the function g, is a solution of (A.1 ) with 2 = 1, while (4.3) 
transforms in 
24(.x, t) =x”(~~ ‘)~l’(m--l)gO(log x + i-t). (A.4) 
We have seen in Section 4 that here is at least one nontrivial periodic 
solution of (A.l). Below e indicate whyit is uniquely determined up to a 
translation. 
Suppose there are two periodic solutions f (A.l) with A= 1 such that 
one is not a translate of he other. Then their maxima have to be different, 
so scaling one of them by (A.3) we obtain two periodic solutions f (A.l) 
for two different values ofi but with the same maxima. Since g = b, where 
b is given by (1.26), andwith the positive andnegative a-axis dentified, we 
thus obtain two periodic orbits of(Q*) corresponding to different values of
the parameters a and 8, but with the same maximal values for b. Note that 
c( and /? are now related by 28 = (m - 1) CI. Obviously these two orbits have 
to intersect at least twice, and the same holds for the corresponding orbits 
on the cylinder C. On the other hand we have that Lemma 3.4 simplifies 
to 
m+l 
F,G-FG,= -zr’sm . 2rnQ , 
which is still negative for # 0 and 8 # 0 mod z Consequently there can be 
at most one intersection. This contradicts the conclusion above and com- 
pletes the proof. 
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